Page 241: Venereal disease among children; 80% infected with gonorrhoea.

Page 278:
There is no more shocking crime than the infection of innocent persons, A wife may be infected and really die from a venereal infection contracted from her husband. So far as our laws go she is helpless.

Page 291:
A harlot infected with syphilis refused to be treated until she had infected 500 men in revenge for the infection of her own person, yet statutory limitations prevented the interference with this woman’s revenge on society.

Health inspection.

Page 293:
To secure proper inspection the fact should be recognized that experience in despotic and theocratic governments has shown that suppression of prostitution has often driven it into the mass of the community making it take the peculiarly dangerous clandestine type.

There are credible statistics to show that one-half of the population of the civilized countries have had or have gonorrhoea and that one-fifth have syphilis.

Laws of prevention:

Any female convicted of prostitution, to be sent to a Colony for prostitutes; Colonies for females infected with venereal diseases.

Colonize the same as the leper colonies, as venereal disease is worse than leprosy.
Report of Vice Commission:
Page 241: Venereal disease among children: 80% - has had gonorrhea in hospital

Page 278:
There is no more shocking crime than the infection of innocent persons. A wife may be infected and really die from a venereal infection contracted from her husband. So far as our laws go she is helpless.

Page 291:
A harlot infected with syphilis refused to be treated until she had infected 500 men in revenge for the infection of her own person, yet statutory limitations prevented the interference with this woman's revenge on society.

----------------------------------------

Health inspection.

Page 293:
To secure proper inspection the fact should be recognized that experience in despotic and theocratic governments has shown that suppression of prostitution has often driven it into the mass of the community making it take the peculiarly dangerous clandestine type.

There are credible statistics to show that one-half of the population of the civilized countries have had or have gonorrhoea and that one fifth have syphilis.

----------------------------------------

Laws of prevention:

Any female convicted of prostitution, to be sent to a Colony for Prostitutes;

Colonies for females infected with venereal diseases.

Colonize the same as the leper colonies, as venereal disease is worse than leprosy.